Relationship Between Hearing Complaint and Hearing Loss Among Older People
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SUMMARY

Introduction: Presbycusis is a public health problem. Despite its high prevalence, many elders do not have their hearing ability investigated periodically, because they do not have a specific complaint.

Objective: To check whether there is a relationship between the complaint and the presence of hearing loss in elder people.

Method: Transversal study in elders from a neighborhood in the city of Canoas, Rio Grande do Sul. After the definition of the neighborhood’s geographic boundaries, all houses were visited, the older people’s addresses were ascertained and the invitations to take part in the research were provided. A questionnaire survey was applied which had a question about hearing loss complaint and air-conducted hearing thresholds were obtained and studied. Out of the 72 identified elders 50 elders agreed to participate, 35 (70%) women, and 15 (30%) men.

Results: It was confirmed that only 12 (24%) elders showed a specific complaint of hearing loss, although 33 (66%) elders showed slight, moderate, severe and profound hearing losses.

Conclusion: Data analysis confirmed there was no relationship between the complaint and the presence of hearing loss in the assessed group, and demonstrated the need to forward the elders for audiological evaluation even without any specific complaint.
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INTRODUCTION

The increase of live expectation, secondary to the lowering of mortality and birth rates, has made the population aging a fact confirmed worldly, even in developing countries including Brazil. Aging represents simultaneously a triumph of mankind and one of its hardest challenges (2).

The population aging brings deep changes to all sectors of society, but it’s in the health area that the strongest transformations are confirmed, specially for they require new resources and structures (2).

There are large differences between elders. Some may remain healthy and with their functional capacities preserved. Others, however, acquire incapacities that may critically affect their quality of life and need specific rehabilitation evaluations and processes, including the use of prostheses and orthoses (3).

Among the losses that occur in the aging process, that affect critically the quality of life and need rehabilitation by means of prostheses and therapy, is presbycusis. Despite it starts about the 30 years old, most individuals begin to present the first audiometric changes at about 50 years old (4). The hearing loss resulting from aging implies environmental factors, to which the individuals are exposed and that may stress this loss degree. Some of the factors are: noise exposure (occupational or not); use of ototoxic medicines; traumatisms; metabolic and circulatory changes; infections (5).

The percentage of elders who presented with hearing loss described in the literature is very variable. National researches present values from 32.2% (1) to 89.23% (6).

The hearing loss is generally bilateral of neurosensorial type, that is, resulting from changes in the functioning of the inner ear (cochlear) or auditory nerve (VIII cranial pair). The degree of hearing loss found in most cases is from slight to moderate (7). The decrease of hearing sensitivity is followed of a loss in the capacity to understand the speech in noisy environments; decrease of the capacity to find the sound source; slowness in the central auditory processing of auditory stimuli (8). The difficulty of speech understanding, in noisy places, must be explained also for the difficulty of elders to pay attention to a determined stimulus (selective attention), due to an inhibition impairment (difficulty to focus the attention to a subject and inhibit irrelevant information) (9).

There are factors that increase the probability for an individual to present with presbycusis, such as age, sex (male), the occupation and the education level (10).

Despite its high prevalence, and the fact of being deemed to be a public health problem (8), the hearing loss in elders is not in the list of problems inquired by doctors, in this age range (11). Some reasons may be the absence of specific complaint, by elders and their families, and the false idea that the elder “listens only when he/she wants”, generally found in cases of slight degree hearing loss or a hearing loss limited to high frequencies.

Faced with this reality, we opted to carry out this study, aiming at verifying if there is a relationship between the complaint and the presence of hearing loss in a group of elders living in a neighborhood in the city of Canoas, RS.

METHOD

This cross-sectional and observational study was carried out within an interdisciplinary project of elder people evaluation in the Neighborhood São Luís, en Canoas (RS), involving Phonoaudiologist and professors of the courses of Nursing and Physical Education.

The neighborhood mentioned is located at the margins of BR-116 and has an approximate population of 4500 people. Initially, we defined its geographical limits, by means of a search on the current map of the city. Then, professionals and students visited all houses of the neighborhood, in order to identify in which the elders lived. After being identified, they were invited to take part in the research. Those who accepted signed the Free and Clarified Authorization Term and, then, responded to a demographic questionnaire with personal and health information. They were submitted to interdisciplinary evaluation that included research of airway auditory threshold, strength and balance evaluation, quality of life, pain and depression.

As far as hearing function is concerned, the elders were questioned about the complaint of hearing loss as follows: within the demographic questionnaire, there was a list of health problems, which was read by the examiners. They prompted the elder to identify their problems, immediately after presentation of each one of the problems. Among the health problems listed, we included hearing loss.

Before the auditory threshold survey, we made meatoscopy to verify for the presence of obstructing wax in the external auditory conduct, using the otoscope Welch Allyn. In the sequence, we measured the level of environmental noise (Minipa decibelimeter), and verified which room of the house was the most silent for the
research of airways auditory thresholds. This was done by using the Interacoustics Audiometer, model AS 208. The elders were positioned with their back turned to the examiner and instructed to raise their hand every time they heard the sound produced by the audiometer. We used the ascendant method (from an inaudible to an audible sound), with a modulated pure-tone (warble), and we took note of the lowest value in which the individual signalized he/she was hearing. The results were registered in an audiogram. The airway auditory thresholds were researched in the frequencies of 250Hz to 8000Hz.

For the results analysis, we used the classification of World Health Organization (WHO), that uses the calculation of the averages of frequencies of 500H to 4000Hz. If the average value is between -10dBNA and 25dBNA, the individual presents normal auditory thresholds; between 26dBNA and 40dBNA, he/she is classified with slight hearing loss; between 41dBNA and 60dBNA, moderate hearing loss; between 61dBNA and 80dBNA, severe hearing loss; above 81dBNA, profound hearing loss. For classification, we always use the values obtained in the best ear (12).

The age descriptive analysis was carried out by means of averages and standard-deviation calculations. For the variables presence and degree of auditory loss the absolute frequency was calculated.

The statistical analysis was executed in the SPSS for Windows. The tests were carried out the two-tail test, and admitted as statistically significant the values of p lower than 0.05.

The project was approved by the Ethics Committee in Research of the University (Protocol 2006/035h).

**RESULTS**

We identified 72 elders in the neighborhood, but only 50 took part in the evaluations: 35 (70%) women and 15 (30%) men. The average age was of 69.73 ± 7.00 years.

In the interview, only 12 (24%) elders mentioned difficulty to hear. Out of whom, 5 (10%) were men and 7 (14%) were women. However, the data analysis confirmed that 66% had some degree of hearing loss, as described in the data of Table 1.

Table 2 describes the data regarding the complaint and the presence of hearing loss among the components of the sample. The statistical analysis didn’t make evident a statistically significant correlation, that is, there was no relationship between the presence and complaint of hearing loss in the sample’s components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auditory thresholds</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Altered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without H.L. complaint</td>
<td>14 28</td>
<td>23 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With H.L. complaint</td>
<td>3 6</td>
<td>10 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17 34</td>
<td>33 66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: n - absolute value; % - percentage value; r = 0.147 and p = 0.315.

**DISCUSSION**

The presence of hearing loss is a natural consequence of the aging process. It reaches extremely high indexes in individuals of both sexes. Therefore, it would be mandatory to every professional responsible for elders to forward them to auditory evaluations periodically, once even slight degree hearing loss may cause devastating effects in the communicative process, and influence the quality of life of their carriers.

The data analysis showed that, in spite of the low percentage (24%) of complaint of hearing loss, out of the 50 (100%) elders evaluated, only 17 (34%) presented normal auditory threshold: 4 (8%) men and 13 (26%) women.

The index of hearing loss complaint was far lower to that obtained in another study, whose researchers confirmed that 70% of the elders interviewed and assessed declared to have difficulties to hear (13).

The presence of hearing loss in 33 (66%) elders proved to be higher in national (1, 7) and international (14) studies and similar to another national study (15). Although it was carried out in the same city of the only study of population base achieved in Brazil, the values obtained were lower than this, because in the study mentioned a prevalence of 81.2% of hearing loss in elders was confirmed.

Table 1. Presence and absence of hearing loss in the sample’s components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auditory thresholds</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal auditory threshold</td>
<td>4 8</td>
<td>13 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slight hearing loss</td>
<td>3 6</td>
<td>11 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate hearing loss</td>
<td>5 10</td>
<td>5 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe hearing loss</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>2 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profound hearing loss</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>4 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15 30</td>
<td>35 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: n- absolute values; % percentage value.
(16). Such information may probably be explained for the size of the sample of this research.

As for the degree of hearing loss, we confirmed that most elders evaluated presented slight and moderate hearing loss, similarly to that described in the literature searched (1, 6, 7, 17). We believe this may explain the inexistence of a relationship between complaint and presence of hearing loss in the sample’s components.

For they present with lower degree hearing loss, that allows for the detection of environmental sounds and the speech understanding, specially in silent environments, many times the elders may not perceive they already have hearing changes. Moreover, many individuals with such degrees of hearing loss consider themselves distracted or inattentive and state that, when they concentrate, they understand what is said to them.

We believe that, in such moments, the elders put themselves in a more attentive situation and stand in manner more prone to communication (in front of the interlocutor, diminishing the environmental noises, such as television and radio, making orofacial reading, for instance). In addition to this, the general increase of the speech intensity by the interlocutor. Therefore, the elders obtain a larger number of hints that enable them to understand better. Then, the own elder and his or her relatives begin to believe that he or she hears well, but is very distracted.

The data presented in this study reinforce the need for forwarding the elders for audiologic evaluation, even when there is no specific complaint. Such attitude, by the doctors and other professionals who work with this population, is essential, since the hearing loss affects seriously the individuals' communicative capacity, causes social and family withdrawal, generates isolation and is associated to the depressive pictures aggravation.

Another data to be remarked is that the evaluation must be followed of rehabilitative processes, when necessary. Because in most cases the hearing loss is of neurosensorial type, the forwarding for selection and fitting of hearing aids becomes crucial. Assess and diagnose are no use if they do not provide the elder person with possibility of rehabilitation that will lead to an improvement of his or her quality of life and a better family and social integration (8, 17, 18).

**Conclusion**

The accomplishment of this work allowed us to verify that among the elders evaluated there was no relationship between the complaint and the presence of hearing loss. Therefore, we emphasize the need for performance of auditory evaluations in all elders in order to also enable them the access to rehabilitation and improve their quality of life.
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